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In the United States, trauma is the number one cause of death under age 45;[1](#acem13307-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} approximately 500 verified or designated Level I and Level II trauma centers have been created for definitive trauma care,[2](#acem13307-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and 1,045 rotary‐wing helicopters are currently stationed at 879 bases in hospitals or airports to transport scene patients to trauma centers.[3](#acem13307-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} While capable of rapidly transporting trauma patients to a trauma center, helicopter transport (HT) is more expensive with considerable safety issues compared to ground transport (GT).[4](#acem13307-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

Many investigators have conducted studies on the association of HT versus GT and trauma mortality. These studies have demonstrated both positive and negative findings.[5](#acem13307-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#acem13307-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} A recent formal systematic review, which included a risk of bias assessment for study methodology, showed that the overall quality of evidence in these studies was low.[6](#acem13307-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Due to the complex nature of HT, only studies that have employed advanced statistical techniques to control for confounders have demonstrated a significant reduction in trauma mortality. Propensity scoring methods have been recommended as a preferred advanced technique for balancing baseline covariates for effect estimates in future helicopter emergency medical services studies since the assignment of HT versus GT cannot be randomized.[6](#acem13307-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}

Previous HT studies employed advanced statistical methods for control of confounders and used large databases for case ascertainment by identifying trauma patients from the national trauma data bank[7](#acem13307-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#acem13307-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#acem13307-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and state trauma registry data.[11](#acem13307-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The mortality of trauma patients in such large data sets could be affected by inclusion of rural and urban areas[12](#acem13307-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} or different volumes of hospital patient admission in multiple trauma centers.[13](#acem13307-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, clustering of patients within many trauma centers, if not controlled in the analysis as in one study,[9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} could affect the validity of results.[14](#acem13307-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In addition, these data sets could include patients who were injured close to trauma centers and transported by ground ambulance but were ineligible for HT.[15](#acem13307-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

Some investigators have suggested that the distance traveled by the helicopter and ground ambulance to the trauma center may be a potential confounder.[8](#acem13307-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} However, capturing accurate distance data can be challenging, as measured road distance from the centroids of 5‐digit zip code at the scene of injury to the trauma center can be misleading because some zip codes could be large or missing.[11](#acem13307-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

To minimize variations in case ascertainment, distance traveled, and statistical methodology for improvement of study accuracy, we performed a retrospective observational study at a verified trauma center in a rural setting with the hypothesis that HT is associated with improved survival if admission criteria were restricted and derived from a rural area with a similar transportation radius for both HT and GT.

Methods {#acem13307-sec-0006}
=======

Study Design {#acem13307-sec-0007}
------------

This study employed a retrospective observational design that used restrictive admission criteria[16](#acem13307-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} for all trauma scene patients having similar transport distances from a localized selected rural area and transportation to a single verified trauma center. The primary objective was to evaluate association between transport modes (HT vs. GT) and survival to hospital discharge by using advanced statistical techniques for control of confounders including propensity score (PS) matching for balancing baseline covariates between HT and GT patients. The HT and GT patients were assigned as treatment and control groups, respectively. This project was approved as expedited review by the Parkview Health Institutional Review Board.

Study Setting {#acem13307-sec-0008}
-------------

The verified trauma center is located in Fort Wayne, Allen County, Indiana, and was verified by the American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma in 2000. It houses the Samaritan Flight Program that was established in 1989. The program has two rotary‐wing helicopters. One is located at the trauma center and the second is located 70 miles west of the trauma center. Either one is used for transport when the other is not available. Both can land in either of two landing pads on the roof of the trauma center. Each helicopter is staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with a paramedic and a registered nurse, who provide basic life support (BLS) and advanced life support (ALS) monitoring and interventions, including prehospital intubation and red blood cell transfusions. Annually, there are approximately 400 air transports to the trauma center. Of those, 60% are transported from the scene of injury. Trauma center registry staff began collecting inpatient data, including air transport information in 1991.

The selected area of injury origin is a strip of land consisting of three rural neighboring counties (DeKalb, Noble, and Whitley) from where approximately equal proportion of cases were transported by helicopter and ground ambulance to the trauma center in Allen County in Northeast Indiana. The shortest and farthest distances of each county are 10 and 35 miles from the trauma center. This is to limit the speed benefit and exclude ineligible cases of HT close to the center. The counties are situated in flat land areas with a network of asphalt and gravel county roads and asphalt highways for transportation. Emergency medical service (EMS) agencies in these counties are staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with a paramedic and emergency medical technician (EMT) or advanced EMT. The staffing model provides BLS and minor ALS monitoring and interventions.

Data were obtained from our trauma registry that was established in 1991. The data entry errors for outliers and coding on abstracted data were regularly validated started in 1999 according to an established data validation scheme.[17](#acem13307-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The trauma center was moved to a new location about 5 nautical miles to the north in March 17, 2012. We therefore employed the registry data from January 1, 1999, to March 16, 2012, as a convenience study sample in that period for this study.

Missing Information in Original Data Set {#acem13307-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------

The aim of multiple imputation for missing data is to preserve given sample size, study power, and precision of subsequent point estimates.[18](#acem13307-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In addition, PS matching in SPSS software requires a complete data set with no missing observed covariates.[19](#acem13307-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} First, the rates of missing information of covariates were estimated. Missing covariates for prehospital times, four prehospital, and four initial vital signs recorded in the emergency department (ED), such as, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), systolic blood pressure (sBP), respiratory rate (RR), and pulse rate (four physiologic variables) were replaced by statistical technique for multiple imputation together with auxiliary variables that were associated with the variables of interest and/or their pattern of missingness.[18](#acem13307-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The auxiliary variables were prehospital intubation, field time, dispatch‐to‐scene arrival time, scene time, transport mode, sex, age, trauma type, admission to intensive care unit (ICU), the need for urgent surgery, mechanical ventilation, and outcome. The continuous variables with significant skewed distributions, such as field time, (total) EMS time (elapsed time from 9‐1‐1 dispatch call to hospital arrival), and Injury Severity Score (ISS) were converted into natural log prior to imputation. The covariates that would be used in later analysis were included in the imputation model.[18](#acem13307-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} A Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm known as fully conditional specification (FCS) was used. Continuous variables were modeled with a linear regression and categorical variables with a logistic regression to replace missing data with substituted values. Five multiply imputed data sets were generated together with the original data set in a stacked file format. Diagnostic tests were done to assess FCS convergence for continuous variables in trace plots by iteration and imputation and relative efficiency of multiple imputation by imputation numbers and fraction of missing information for the quantity being estimated.[20](#acem13307-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

PS‐matched Data Sets {#acem13307-sec-0010}
--------------------

A PS is a measure of the likelihood that an individual assigned to a treatment conditional on baseline covariates.[21](#acem13307-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} First, an overall PS mean was determined on the five imputed data sets via binary logistic regression with transport mode as outcome, the CDC field triage criteria,[22](#acem13307-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#acem13307-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} sex, prehospital intubation, prehospital heart rate, ISS, and EMS time (transformed logarithmically) were considered as observed baseline covariates. ISS reflects injury severity of the anatomic lesions at the time of injury and was determined at hospital admission. All baseline covariates occurred in the prehospital setting.

Second, PS matching was done using transport mode as an outcome and the baseline variables as covariates used for PS determination. The ratio of GT patients to HT patients in the original data set ("Effect Measures" under Results) was smaller than a typical ratio of between 2 and 20.[24](#acem13307-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} We employed caliper widths of varying values from 0.00 to 0.35 times the SD of logit of PS (including calipers close to the recommended value of 0.2[25](#acem13307-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and without the caliper) to generate 10 caliper‐specific PS‐matched data sets with 1‐to‐1 nearest neighbor or pair matching and matching without replacement of the GT cases. This was performed to discern the highest possible matched pairs for all HT cases in a relatively small reservoir of GT cases with absolute standardized differences \< 0.1, which was taken as the cutoff point for the best balance of measured covariates between the treated and control groups.[26](#acem13307-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The balance of baseline covariates between the two groups was evaluated by measurement of absolute standardized differences of mean and proportion for each covariate.[27](#acem13307-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Data Analysis {#acem13307-sec-0011}
-------------

We employed identical conditional logistic regression model to account for the matched pair design to determine association of outcome with HT compared to GT as done in recent studies.[28](#acem13307-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#acem13307-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} The covariates were selected a priori for known prognostic significance in the outcome after injury, which were not taken into consideration for the PS‐matching procedure. The covariates included four initial ED vital signs, ICU admission, the need for urgent surgery, and mechanical ventilation. A standard (enter) method for entering of the covariates in the regression model was chosen to determine the effect measures for odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI). For presentation of the effect measures and other parameters, a single PS‐matched data set was selected based on standardized difference of \<0.1 for each baseline covariate along with the highest attainable percentage of HT total cases being matched and the CI width for precision as the ratio of upper to lower 95% confidence limits.[30](#acem13307-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

From this PS‐matched data set, we employed a simple method in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to estimate sensitivity parameter, Γ (Gamma) value for hidden bias for unknown confounders based on the McNemar test with discordant pairs for exposures, and outcomes using a 2‐by‐2 table.[31](#acem13307-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The Г‐value is the measure of the degree of departure from a study that is free of hidden bias, which could alter the inference about the treatment effects on survival. A value of 1.0 is assumed to be free of hidden bias for the treatment assignment due to unknown confounding. The number needed to treat (NNT) to save one additional life by HT was estimated from the ORs.[32](#acem13307-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

The improved survival by HT was expressed using adjusted ORs (AORs) with 95% CIs. Other studies employed the terms, mortality reduction, or mortality benefits for the same interpretation. In our study, we used improved survival or survival benefit throughout the paper except for mortality reduction calculation for comparison with other studies. The Hosmer‐Lemeshow test was used to show appropriate goodness of fit for logistic regression models (p \> 0.05). Multicollinearity was assessed using variance inflation factors (VIF) with a value \> 5 considered problematic. An interaction effect[33](#acem13307-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} was assessed between transport mode and EMS time and prehospital intubation by including an effect modification term in the model. A two‐tailed p*‐*value of \<0.05 was used to evaluate statistical significance. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software version 23.0 (IBM Corp.).

Results {#acem13307-sec-0012}
=======

Background Information {#acem13307-sec-0013}
----------------------

Figure [1](#acem13307-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the ascertainment of 469 HT and 580 GT patients in adults (age ≥ 15 years) for study[22](#acem13307-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} after exclusion of cases. The ratio of GT to HT patients was 1.2:1. Overall unadjusted mortality was 7.7% (36/469) in HT and 5.3% (31/580) in GT patients. The unadjusted rate in HT was 1.5 times higher than GT but the difference was not statistically significant (p \> 0.05). Differences in transport times, hospital day utilization demographics, injury, and other variables between HT versus GT are shown in Table [1](#acem13307-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

![Study participant selection of HT and GT patients age ≤ 15 years from the trauma registry from January 1, 1999, to March 16, 2012. GT = ground ambulance transport; HT = helicopter transport.](ACEM-25-44-g001){#acem13307-fig-0001}

###### 

Background Information of Scene Adult Trauma Patients by Transportation Status

                                                                           HT (*n =* 469)[a](#acem13307-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   GT (*n =* 580)   p‐value
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------
  Transport times (min)                                                                                                                              
  Field time                                                               73.45 ± 41.40                                            94.04 ± 144.12   \<0.01
  EMS time                                                                 59.49 ± 22.89                                            68.30 ± 18.67    \<0.001
  Dispatch‐to‐scene arrival time                                           12.96 ± 4.36                                             8.23 ± 4.75      \<0.001
  Scene time                                                               17.48 ± 11.07                                            23.11 ± 10.86    \<0.001
  Hospital stay (days)                                                                                                                               
  Vent days                                                                6.01 ± 6.89                                              5.26 ± 5.29      \>0.05
  ICU LOS                                                                  6.53 ± 9.07                                              4.39 ± 6.76      \<0.01
  Hospital LOS                                                             8.21 ± 10.08                                             5.05 ± 6.00      \<0.001
  Demographics, injury, and outcome                                                                                                                  
  Age (y)                                                                  35.32 ± 16.19                                            41.98 ± 19.80    \<0.001
  Age ≥ 55 y                                                               11.3                                                     21.9             \<0.001
  Male sex                                                                 71.2                                                     70.5             \>0.05
  Blunt injury                                                             98.1                                                     96.7             \>0.05
  EMS intubation                                                           14.5                                                     2.1              \<0.001
  Prehospital sBP \< 90 mm Hg                                              12.9                                                     5.4              \<0.001
  Prehospital GCS \< 14                                                    37.1                                                     18.4             \<0.001
  Prehospital RR, abnormal                                                 13.1                                                     7.4              \<0.01
  Prehospital pulse rate                                                   95.08 ± 20.62                                            91.25 ± 21.55    \<0.05
  Anatomic triage variables, yes[b](#acem13307-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   25.8                                                     18.8             \<0.01
  Preadmission sBP \< 90 mm Hg                                             3.2                                                      2.8              \> 0.05
  Preadmission GCS \< 14                                                   30.3                                                     11.5             \<0.001
  Preadmission RR, abnormal[c](#acem13307-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}        25.4                                                     9.2              \<0.001
  Preadmission pulse rate                                                  97.48 ± 22.72                                            91.83 ± 20.46    \<0.001
  ISS                                                                      17.88 ± 12.44                                            12.15 ± 9.31     \<0.001
  ISS \> 15                                                                49.5                                                     25.6             \<0.001
  ISS \< 9                                                                 21.6                                                     33.9             \<0.001
  ICU admission                                                            37.5                                                     24.8             \<0.001
  Urgent surgery                                                           23.5                                                     20.5             \>0.05
  Mechanical ventilation                                                   14.3                                                     6.0              \<0.001
  Discharge to home                                                        62.0                                                     71.7             \<0.001

Data are reported as mean ± SD or percent. Field time is the elapsed time from injury to ED arrival. EMS time is the elapsed time from 9‐1‐1 call to ED arrival.

GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale; GT = ground ambulance transport; HT = helicopter transport; ICU = intensive care unit; ISS = Injury Severity Score; LOS = length of stay; RR = respiratory rate; sBP = systolic blood pressure.

Sample sizes are shown in parentheses.

Yes means presence of one or more of eight anatomic variables in a patient. These anatomic criteria included flail chest, long‐bone fractures, crushed extremity, amputation proximal to wrist and ankle, pelvis fractures, open or depressed skull fractures, and paralysis.

Abnormal RR = RR \< 10 or \> 29 breaths/min.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The missing data for prehospital vital signs were 23.6% in SBP, 17.9% in GCS score, 17.1% in RR, and 17.0% in pulse rate, and the corresponding missing data for initial ED vital signs were 0.5, 1.1, 1.0, and 0.3%, respectively. Missing data for EMS time and ISS were 3.1 and 0.3%, respectively. By controlling for both CDC triage category and other covariates, the magnitude of association in HT compared with GT patients before and after multiple imputation is shown in Data Supplement [S1](#acem13307-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available as supporting information in the online version of this paper, which is available at <http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.13307/full>).

PS‐matched Data Sets {#acem13307-sec-0014}
--------------------

### Effect Measures {#acem13307-sec-0015}

Compared with GT, HT cases had a twofold or more increase in odds of survival in each PS‐matched data set including the one without the caliper. Using caliper values from 0.05 to 0.18, 70% or more of HT cases were found in matched datasets with an absolute standardized mean difference of all baseline covariates \< 0.1 including PS (Table [2](#acem13307-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The full effect measures for each covariate and caliper are shown in Data Supplement [S2](#acem13307-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (available as supporting information in the online version of this paper, which is available at <http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.13307/full>). A caliper width of 0.18 was found to provide the more conservative estimate of treatment effects with a 2.69‐fold increase in odds of survival (AOR = 2.69, 95% CI = 1.21--5.97) by HT and 75.3% of the total HT cases being matched. Inclusion of only helicopters (*n =* 330) from the trauma center (without helicopters from other flight programs) at a 0.18 caliper‐derived PS‐matched data set provided similar results, HT patients had a 2.79‐fold increase in odds of survival (AOR = 2.79, 95% CI = 1.21--6.42; data not presented). Neither the EMS time nor prehospital intubation demonstrated statistically significant evidence of effect modification with the transport mode. The absolute standardized difference for each baseline covariate between HT and GT patients was ≥0.182 except the sex variable prior to matching and \<0.1 after matching (Data Supplement [S3](#acem13307-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available as supporting information in the online version of this paper, which is available at <http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.13307/full>).

###### 

Conditional Logistic Regression Analysis on PS‐matched Samples by Caliper for Survival to Hospital Discharge, Adjusted for Initial ED Vital Signs and Hospital Resource Utilization Variables

  Caliper Width Value   Matched Pairs   Percentage Matched   AOR    95% CI   CI (UL/LL)   
  --------------------- --------------- -------------------- ------ -------- ------------ ------
  0.05                  329             56.7                 70.1   2.54     1.06--6.06   5.70
  0.10                  338             58.3                 72.1   3.45     1.43--8.24   5.78
  0.15                  349             60.2                 74.4   2.98     1.35--6.61   4.91
  0.18                  353             60.9                 75.3   2.69     1.21--5.97   4.93

AOR = adjusted odds ratio; GT = ground ambulance transport; HT = helicopter transport; PS = propensity score; UL/LL = upper‐to‐lower confidence limit ratio.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Based on the 0.18 caliper PS‐matched data set, the mortality rates in HT and GT patients were 4.0 and 7.6, respectively, and the difference was statistically significant (p \< 0.05). The GT mortality was 1.93 times higher than that of HT. The Г‐value was 1.196 in the data set with a statistically significant association between transport mode and survival status in McNemar matched pairs test (p \< 0.05). The NNT to save one additional life by HT was 22 patients (95% CI = 16 to 83 patients) in the same 0.18 caliper PS‐matched data set.

Discussion {#acem13307-sec-0016}
==========

Starting in 2010, investigators in the United States used large data sets and advanced statistical methodologies to better control for confounders. These studies showed a significant association when HT was compared to GT in terms of adjusted survival for trauma patients. For instance, some studies employed the National Trauma Data Bank (NTDB) database in all ages (AOR = 1.22, 95% CI = 1.18--1.27)[7](#acem13307-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} as well as in adults in one (AOR = 1.64, 95% CI = 1.45--1.87)[8](#acem13307-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} and adults in another study (AOR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.65--1.92).[34](#acem13307-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} One study used a state trauma registry in all ages (AOR = 1.49, 95% CI = 1.19--1.89).[11](#acem13307-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Another study used NTDB in adults (AOR = 1.16, 95% CI = 1.14--1.17) at Level I trauma centers and (AOR = 1.15, 95% CI = 1.13--1.17) at Level II trauma centers.[9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Our study showed similar improved survival (AOR = 2.69; 95% CI = 1.21--5.97) as in the aforementioned studies. However, one main difference was their study areas included multiple trauma centers with commingled urban and rural settings whereas our study area was confined to a single verified trauma center in a rural setting.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that addressed the assessment of improved survival in trauma patients transported by helicopter in a rural setting by including admission criteria in the study design for study accuracy,[16](#acem13307-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} to similar travel distance by transport vehicles 10--35 miles to the trauma center,[35](#acem13307-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} using data from a rural area and only selecting admissions to a single verified trauma center. These factors prevented or reduced confounding effects. In addition, we used a PS analysis to balance the baseline covariates for eliminating or minimizing selection bias in treating HT or GT trauma patients and the use of the analysis method is a substantial strength of this work.[6](#acem13307-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}

Our study could have an implication on survival benefit in rural populations in the United States. According to a study, there were 190 Level I and 255 Level II trauma centers located throughout the United States in 2005 and about 27% of the total U.S. residents (urban and rural) could access a Level I or II trauma center from the scene of injury within 45 and 60 minutes, respectively, by helicopter.[36](#acem13307-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In 2005, the average U.S. population was 295 million and about 20% of them resided in rural areas.[37](#acem13307-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Twenty‐seven percent of the 2005 U.S. population was approximately equal to 80 million (295 million × 0.27) people. Twenty percent of the 80 million was 16 million (80 million × 0.20) population in rural areas; therefore, about 16 million people (a sizable portion) may get the survival benefit if they were severely injured at the scene and transported to a verified trauma center (Level I or II) for treatment by helicopter.

Before covariate adjustment, the insignificant differences in mortality rates of HT versus GT (7.7% vs. 5.3%) in the original data set could be due to the baseline covariates, which may have confounded the true association between HT and mortality.[38](#acem13307-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Such observations have been made in previous work and are likely due to Simpson\'s paradox: A phenomenon where a trend using unadjusted outcomes may be reversed when groups are combined with appropriate statistical adjustment.[9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} After the baseline covariates were balanced for the PS‐matched data set, the adjusted mortality rates changed direction and the rate in HT was significantly lower than GT (4.0% vs. 7.6%). Multicollinearity among covariates in logistic regression analysis in original data set was not evident as each VIF value was \<2. Although the missing data for prehospital sBP was relatively high (23.6%), the FCS convergence plots for continuous variables (e.g., EMS time, prehospital pulse rate) showed no discernable patterns indicating the validity of the results from multiple imputation and the imputed data being considered random samples from the posterior distribution of the missing data.[39](#acem13307-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The relative efficiency value with five imputations was 0.9345 or over 93%.

The calipers affected matched sample sizes and balance of baseline covariates in PS matching. The OR estimates varied in PS‐matched data sets with standardized differences \< 0.1 (Table [2](#acem13307-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The inclusion of EMS time and prehospital pulse rate as continuous baseline covariates may have improved the PS model as Austin in 2011[25](#acem13307-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} indicated that continuous variables in the model could minimize the mean squared error of the resultant estimated treatment effect, denoting that there was less difference between the true estimator and what is estimated. It is believed that prospective randomized trials are neither practical nor ethical when it comes to impact of HT on trauma mortality.[40](#acem13307-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#acem13307-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} However, analysis using a PS‐matched data set mimics a randomized controlled trial by balancing only known covariates.[27](#acem13307-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

The gamma‐value of 1.196 denotes highly sensitive to hidden bias for unknown confounders. A mild change in its value to 1.197 could affect the conclusion for association between HT and mortality benefit by producing significance level \> 0.05.[42](#acem13307-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} We estimated the gamma value by using the Rosenbaum\'s approach which is easy to implement and gives a conservative result, but the Rosenbaum\'s approach has some deficiencies.[43](#acem13307-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} For instance, the magnitude of sensitivity analysis value (gamma‐value) is a function of sample size. In our study, we had a low number of discordant pairs (*n =* 33) in a small sample of matched pairs (*n =* 353). The gamma‐value converted to over 2.0 if we increased the existing matched pairs to 50 times with similar equal increase in each cell of the 2‐by‐2 table. This value can be compared to a similar study in children with a large data set (*n =* 25,700 matched pairs) where the Γ‐value was found to be 2.6, which suggested a fair robustness to potential hidden bias.[28](#acem13307-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The Rosenbaum\'s approach assumes a situation in which the unobserved confounder perfectly predicts the outcome of interest. As a result, this method may overstate our study sensitivity. Most of Excel\'s statistical functions may be slightly imprecise[31](#acem13307-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and may affect the estimated value. However, in this study, the gamma‐value was estimable by getting the number of discordant pairs without missing observations in the 2‐by‐2 table for each pair of subjects and the Rosenbaum\'s approach was implementable by getting a significant McNemar statistical test (T. Love, personal communication, May 26, 2016). A study could become insensitive if the extreme values (gamma \> 5) are required to alter the inference. That is, gamma values \< 5 could explain the association between the treatment and the outcome.[31](#acem13307-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The gamma thresholds could be taken with gamma values \< 6.[42](#acem13307-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

In spite of HT patients being sicker than GT patients because of longer hospital stay and lesser proportion of discharge to home (Table [1](#acem13307-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}) in the former than in the latter patients, our study showed HT could save more lives (one additional life for every 22 transports) than a similar study (one additional life for every 65 transports) in adults.[9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

The mechanism underlying the mortality improvement is considered multifactorial by many studies.[10](#acem13307-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#acem13307-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#acem13307-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Due to our study design and analysis, the mechanism could be narrowed down to fewer factors. The potential effects of transport speed (transport mode), urban location of injury (geographic situation), and variability and quality of patient care at multiple trauma centers (receiving facilities) on mortality was reduced or eliminated. The underlying mechanism may be due to differences in role and structure of EMS agencies in relation to crew capabilities and career experience between HT and GT in prehospital patient care in severely injured patients at the trauma center. For instance, the higher prehospital endotracheal intubation (ETI) rate in HT than GT (14.5% vs. 2.1%; Table [1](#acem13307-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}) after actual data analysis may indicate that HT crews were more skillful and likely to perform ETI more successfully than their GT counterparts.[44](#acem13307-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} The higher mortality rate in GT (55.6%) than HT (25.8%) in intubated trauma patients with prehospital GCS scores of 3 to 8 observed in our data (data not presented) might explain improved survival by HT. Moreover, the significant reduction of prehospital hypotension rate from 12.9% to 3.2% at ED (Table [1](#acem13307-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}) may denote that HT personnel had higher level of ALS by possibly providing fluid resuscitation and/or packed red blood cell transfusion that could reduce mortality in patients at the scene.[45](#acem13307-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} The combination of a certified flight nurse and an experienced paramedic in HT as seen in most HT flight programs in the United States,[5](#acem13307-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#acem13307-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} compared to paramedic and EMT in GT in our trauma system could probably have a higher effectiveness in assessing inpatient acuity and evaluating clinical conditions during prehospital care at the scene.

Limitations {#acem13307-sec-0017}
===========

This observational study may have inherent defects, such as the possibility of incorrect data entry, missing data, and incomplete covariates. We addressed the potential deficiencies by performing validation, multiple imputation, PS matching, and estimation of hidden bias for unknown confounders. However, the findings in this study should be interpreted in light of some limitations. Our trauma registry data may have measurement errors since we limited data validation to internal methods and not external validation with those in the medical records in the study period.[17](#acem13307-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} One main defect of multiple imputation is that multiple imputation will not produce valid results if the missing data are not missing at random.[18](#acem13307-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} However, the FCS convergence plots show our imputed values were random samples. Our study could have unobserved confounding which could not be adjusted by PS matching. As discussed in detail above, the estimated gamma value that was highly sensitive to hidden bias for unobserved confounding may be due to a small sample study size, type of sensitivity analysis method used, or other factors. When compared to large data set studies, the 95% CIs in our PS‐matched data sets were wide (Table [2](#acem13307-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}) due to small sample sizes. Moreover, our study from a single trauma system in rural northeast Indiana may not be generalizable to other geographic locations. For these reasons, larger studies with multiple trauma systems need to be repeated using similar study methodology including a robust sensitivity analysis method for unobserved confounding[43](#acem13307-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} to substantiate our findings.

Investigators often discuss whether HT in mortality benefit was cost‐effective on issues of overtriage of selecting patients with minor injury, higher costs, and/or transport risk in HT versus GT.[8](#acem13307-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#acem13307-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#acem13307-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#acem13307-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In 2013, Delgado and colleagues[4](#acem13307-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} addressed these issues on their cost‐effectiveness model based on relative risk reduction in mortality, the overtriage, transport cost and risk, and other factors. They expressed cost‐effectiveness as incremental cost‐effective ratio or cost per quality‐adjusted life‐year (QALY) gained. They found that reduction of mortality by a minimum of 15% or at least 30% by HT compared to GT would provide a cost of \<\$100,000 or \<\$50,000/QALY gained, respectively, which were accepted thresholds for cost‐effectiveness. The mortality reduction in our study was 17% (1.00--0.83; AOR = 0.83 as reciprocal of lower 95% CI, AOR = 1.21) or 63% (1.00--0.37; AOR = 0.37 as reciprocal of point AOR = 2.69). These mortality reduction figures met their cost‐effectiveness threshold values.

Conclusions {#acem13307-sec-0018}
===========

This study utilized a statistically rigorous and methodologic approach including a propensity score matching to demonstrate a survival benefit for adult trauma scene patients by using helicopter transport compared to ground transport at a verified Level II trauma center in a rural setting. A sizable U.S. rural population could get the survival benefit if they were severely injured at the scene and transported to a Level II (or Level I) trauma center for treatment by helicopter. We introduced a new element in the study design components, controlled for distance traveled for both helicopter and ground ambulance by limiting the catchment area for both helicopter transport and ground transport to an appropriate geographic area. Helicopter transport could save one additional life for every 22 trauma scene patients. We suggest a multicenter study using the similar methodologic approach to substantiate these findings.
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**Data Supplement S2.** eTables showing effect measures for each covariate by conditional logistic regression analysis on propensity score matched samples using calipers from 0.05 to 0.18 in trauma scene patients transported by all helicopters and trauma center helicopters.
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**Data Supplement S3.** Comparing baseline covariates in scene adult trauma patients by transportation status and type of dataset.
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